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Description
Related: [https://issues.ghostbsd.org/issues/104](https://issues.ghostbsd.org/issues/104)

After a clean install of GhostBSD 20.03, when I launch the MATE terminal with no other terminal instances open, I receive the following prompt:

Welcome to fish, the friendly interactive shell
Type `help` for instructions on how to use fish
will@ghostbsd /u/h/will>

The /u/h/will is obviously not correct. However, if I open another (child) terminal from this terminal, either in a new window or new tab, the prompt is correct:

Welcome to fish, the friendly interactive shell
Type `help` for instructions on how to use fish
will@ghostbsd ~>}

If one instance of MATE terminal is already running and I open another from a launcher or from the app menu, it also shows the incorrect prompt.

Thanks!